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Historic Significance Text and Images by
Tom Kirschner

A SURPRISING HISTORY 

OF STONEWORK IN A 

SMALL CALIFORNIA CANYON 



There are just not many dry stacked walls in the West. 

Good building stone is scarce. There aren’t the smooth 

glacial stone, angular granite, flagstone, slate, and river 

cobbles that one can gather. Not many people know how 

to build a dry stacked wall. There are none of the beautiful 

walls that wind along rivers and forests and fields as in New 

England. But there is a canyon a few miles out from San Luis 

Obispo in Central California that has an interesting history 

of using stone, not all of it traditional dry stacked.

I just built a wall there. From the comments of people 

passing, many have a genuine interest in stonework. More 

than one said the words “lost art.” There were questions 

about the batter frames, stringline, hearting, how much 

stone was used, and where it came from. Dozens of people 

passed, some walking, others running, riding bikes, or on 

horses. Cars slowed, taking a good long look, and strangers 

stopped to chat. I started saying that this was not just my 

wall, but instead belonged to everyone who enjoyed it. It was 

a privilege to be building something that lifted spirits and 

distracted from the pandemic. I told them I learned how to 

do this at a Stone Trust workshop in Vermont.

Before the Spanish came, this canyon was home to native 

people for ten thousand years. They didn’t build with stone, 

but used it every day. Stones were heated and dropped into 

incredibly woven grass baskets to boil water. They painted on 

smooth cliffs and splashed water over red-hot rocks to make 

steam for sweat lodges. Women and children wore holes into 

bedrock over centuries of grinding acorns into nourishing 

flour. Men shaped stone into points to tip arrows and spears, 

stone that took flight to their targets, and the people lived 

another day. The Spanish called the people Chumash. They 

removed them to their mission San Luis Obispo de Tolosa to 

labor in the late 1700s.

Because this is a box canyon, with steep sides running down 

to a stream and further back opening up to rolling hills, its 

natural shape was perfect to graze cattle. They called this 

rancho the Potrero, which means “Enclosed Pasture.” The 

cactus they brought in carts from Mexico were the first walls, 

and over two hundred and fifty years later, they are still 

growing. Cattle hides were dried in the sun, and sailing ships 

took these “California dollars” back to the leather factories 

of New England. Henry Dana describes this in 1841 in his 

classic book, Two Years Before the Mast. This trade was the 

first connection with New England.
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Above:  Ancient Chumash or Salinan acorn grinding holes

Around the year 1800 the first dry stacked walls were built 

along rocky ridgetops above the canyon. The mission herds 

of goats and sheep were growing. They devoured the waist-

high grass in the bottomlands. Basque sheepherders, who 

had raised these animals in Spain, were asked by the padres to 

build walls to separate them from cattle. The walls trace the 

border between the needle-sharp spines of yucca cactus and 

stones on one side, and good soil and grasslands on the other. 

The sheep and goats could live off the meager shrubs that 

grew on their side. These crude walls are three feet high and 

just as wide, and they run for miles. Not even the great San 

Francisco earthquake of 1906 toppled them.

Opposite Page:  Basque wall: Poor ground on left 

for sheep, and good ground on right for cattle

Above:  250-year-old cactus walls from the Spanish
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Above:  Hidden stone arched tunnel under railroad tracks, late 1800s

Top:  Basque wall from 1790 with San Luis Obispo in background

The years rolled by and workers from all over the world 

came. The last and most expensive part of the railroad was 

built at the back of this canyon. Hard-working laborers from 

China had built most of this line, and the Chinatown in San 

Luis Obispo was second only to San Francisco’s in size. But 

with the dawning of the 1900s, anti-Chinese racism and the 

Chinese Exclusion Act (1882) put an end to their labors. 

Picking up a hammer and chisel to go to work could mean 

death at the hands of a mob. Instead, workers from Europe 

moved in to replace them. They finished excavating eight 

tunnels through the mountains, removing over a million 

cubic yards of stone. For comparison, this is as much concrete 

as was used to build Hoover Dam. This remains the world 

record for hand-drilled stone tunneling. Most of the work 

was done by candlelight, and one can imagine the echoes 

of sledge hammers striking star chisels in the darkness. The 

longest tunnel is four thousand feet long and excavation was 

started from both sides. Each end winds and twists, yet the 

two shafts met within one-quarter inch of each other.

I explored a smaller shaft that carries stream water 

underneath the tracks. The opening was hidden by poison 

oak, and water rushed around flat stones mortared on the 

floor. The sound was delightful. The shaft was dim, but 

there was enough light to see. The walls were stone blocks, 

smooth and cool to the touch. At the far opening was a cliff 

a hundred feet high. It was cloaked with a deep green moss, 

glistening from springs dripping from the rock. Enormous 

bay laurel trees grew right out of the stone. Golden sunlight 

splashed through the canopy on the mossy rock face and a 

small waterfall spilled through gray boulders. And there was 

an exquisite archway of mortared stone. The workmanship 

could have graced a cathedral. The keystone was set out 

several inches from the face of the arch, the joints were 

carefully tooled, and at the top of the arch was a smoothly 

chiseled reveal. What was astonishing was that no one would 

ever see this masterful workmanship! It faced a mountain 

covered in chaparral and the nearest town was six miles away. 

But the pride of craftsmanship and flawless attention to detail 

was amazing. This was built by master craftsmen, certainly 

from the British Isles. It must have reminded them of home, 

working by this stream in the shade and soft sunlight, the 

sound of a happy waterfall like a brown peat brook in the 

Highlands.

Above:  Inside the railroad tunnel
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At the mouth of this canyon the train crosses the creek on 

an iron trestle one thousand feet long. This was the last 

part of central California’s link to the world. The iron span 

had been fabricated in Pittsburg and assembled on site in 

just two weeks. The precision is astounding. The engineers 

chose stone over concrete for the footings. They did not trust 

concrete, how it might crack or settle. The footings were 

dug twenty-five feet down to bedrock and then built back up 

with blocks of stone to a precise height. Think how difficult 

that would be. If the elevation was off by even a fraction of 

an inch, the fifty carloads of riveted iron would not fit. They 

would be useless. These stonemasons were most likely hard-

rock tin miners from Cornwall or Wales, and judging from 

their workmanship, were the same masons who had built the 

arches further back on the line. Holes show from where their 

feathers and wedges split the rock. During the heavy rain that 

comes all at once, the quiet stream becomes a monster. Trees 

and logs are swept downstream, black against the brown roar, 

and boulders bounce along the bottom. The stone footings 

must withstand this, along with a fully loaded train, often 

with two or three extra locomotives, and enough riveted iron 

to lift everything eighty-five feet into the air.

Top:  Massive dry stacked railroad wall, late 1800s

Opposite Page:  Twenty-five foot deep stone trestle footings, circa 1900
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Top, Right:  Leftover stone by railroad tracks

Above:  “Roof” by Andy Goldsworthy at the National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC, Photo: National Gallery Twitter (@ngadc)

Fast forward to 2010. My family visited the National 

Gallery in Washington, DC, and happened upon Andy 

Goldsworthy’s “Roof ” in the courtyard. This is an incredible 

series of igloo-like structures build of black slate, all dry-

stacked, with the apex being a circular hole. They nest together 

like enormous black soap bubbles. They sit behind a glass 

wall, but Andy had deliberately extended a small part of the 

footing out from the glass. I will never forget bending down 

and touching the exposed stone. Suddenly there was a shout 

and a security guard, with keys and hardware jangling, ran over. 

His face was red and scowling. You would have thought I had 

taken a crayon to the Mona Lisa. Before he had a chance to say 

anything, I looked up and asked, “Is this stone mortared or dry 

stacked”? He looked puzzled, but this question diffused things, 

and we all went on our way. I had never seen stone used as art 

before, and it made a powerful impression. This was when the 

idea first came to build something using stone to honor and 

remember the Chumash people whose home this once was.

Top, Left:  Trestle footings with feathers and wedges markings
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Years later I discovered the Stone Trust and enrolled in a 

historic wall rebuild seminar taught by Brian Post. This was 

an eye-opening experience. I finally had the right tools to 

do something. The idea crystallized into building a stone 

wall. This project took eight months from start to finish. I 

worked on and off, as time allowed. Once I worked at night 

wheelbarrowing heavy capstones under a quarter moon. With 

the low clouds there was enough light to see. It was magical 

working in the soft white shadows with the sounds of a barn 

owl, turkeys roosting in the sycamore trees, and a pack of 

coyotes yipping in the distance. Another time I worked in the 

dark before sunrise, huddled in a black jacket, and a flock of 

wild turkeys, dark and glistening from the night dew, passed 

within touching distance. They paid no heed at all. My nephew 

Michael and I gathered thirty-three tons of native stone, and 

along the way encountered black widow spiders, scorpions, 

ground hornets (that enthusiastically gave chase when 

disturbed), ticks, rattlesnakes, and poison oak. During one 

hellish period there were temperatures of 120 degrees.  

Along with this came a low choking smoke from the wildfires 

burning in Big Sur and the Sierra Nevadas. That afternoon had 

the hottest temperature and the worst air quality in the world.

This stone could not be dressed. A lot of it was serpentine, 

which is ancient seafloor mud that has been carried down to 

the Earth’s core, baked, and brought back up. It is related to 

jade, and much of it has the same emerald green smoothness. 

It was too hard and had no cleavage planes to chisel or split. 

Each piece was different and weirdly shaped. As the stone was 

lifted out of the ground, I knew this would not be an elegant 

or refined wall. The stone was carried down from hillsides 

and stockpiled on flatter ground. After a quantity had been 

collected, it was moved to the wall site using a tractor bucket, 

the back of a four-wheel-drive pickup truck, a quad and trailer,  

wheelbarrow, or carried by hand. It is almost certain that the 

last people to use this stone in a wall were the Basques who 

built here two hundred years ago.

Above:  Capstones going up

Above, Top:  Footings and layout of my new wall

Left:  Before capstones
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Above:  The finished wall, running seventy-five feet and measuring just under 

five feet tall. The stones are suffused with a uniquely California palette

Below:  Boulder with lichen at sunset in the valley

All the principles of building a wall with more conventional 

stone were used, but because of the awkward shapes, 

standards had to be loosened. For example, sometimes the 

stone extended beyond the string line. Other times there 

were gaps. At times it was a challenge to continue a uniform 

plane up the wall face. Strength and structure took priority 

over aesthetics. It was like the improvisation of jazz music 

or the style of an impressionistic painting. But when the 

wall was finished it had its own beauty. It looks and feels 

old, honest, like it belongs. Many of the stones are quite 

heavy, and it was difficult to keep orderly rows of stone 

graded by size down the length of the wall. Because of the 

lack of regularity in the stone, sometimes a large one needed 

to go in a particular slot, other times a group of smaller 

ones. There is no snow here, but with rain the adobe soil 

becomes like sticky Jell-O. It is impossible to push a loaded 

wheelbarrow over. With winter closing in, the wall needed 

to go up. Once started, it was a bit of a race, but how quickly 

and enjoyably time passes when building a wall!

The wall runs for seventy-five feet and is just under five feet 

tall. I was not able to collect through stones that I could 

still move long enough to bridge the wall, so I laid two 

shorter ones side by side every three feet. For capstones large 

boulders were chosen that spanned the two wall faces. They 

were splashed with colorful lichen: verdant greens, pumpkin 

orange, ochre, terra-cotta and amber. Many of them weighed 

a hundred pounds. Their size adds authority and ruggedness. 

Along the face of the wall are placed some deer antlers, an 

abalone shell, and owl, turkey, and vulture feathers. This wall 

is not designed to be a barrier, and each end is left open so 

wildlife can easily pass by.

In the words of Genghis Khan, “The good in anything is 

in the finishing of it.” There is something about doing your 

best, using your mind and body together to create something 

of beauty, that takes the effort of toil and drudgery out of 

work. It is a meditation, the Zen concept of “chop wood, 

draw water.” 

The most surprising and satisfying part of this project was 

connecting with people passing by. One gentleman simply 

said, “I’m from Wales. This reminds me of home.” 

That was enough.

About Tom Kirschner  —  Tom lives on the central coast of California with his wife Laura. Respecting and appreciating the natural world and exploring how 

stonework complements it makes him happy. He is intrigued by this ancient Japanese quote:  “In the end, there is only stone”.


